Understanding the origin of mass, in particular that of the fermions, is one of the most uncanny problems which lie at the very frontiers of particle physics. Although the celebrated Standard Model accommodates these masses in a gauge invariant fashion, it fails to predict their values. Moreover, the mass thus generated accounts for only a very small percentage of the mass which permeates the visible universe. Most of the observed mass is accounted for by the strong interactions which bind quarks into protons and neutrons. How does that exactly happen in its quantitative details is still an unsolved mystery. Lattice formulation of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) or continuum studies of its Schwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs) are two of the non-perturbative means to try to unravel how quarks, starting from negligible current masses can acquire enormously large constituent masses to account for the observed proton and neutron masses. Analytical studies of SDEs in this context are extremely hard as one has to resort to truncation schemes whose quantitative reliability can be established only after a very careful analysis. Let alone the far more complicated realm of QCD, arriving at reliable truncation schemes in simpler scenarios such as quantum electrodynamics (QED) has also proved to be a hard nut to crack. In the last years, there has been an increasing group of physicists in Mexico which is taking up the challenge of understanding how the dynamical generation of mass can be understood in a reliable way through SDEs of gauge theories in various contexts such as (i) in arbitrary space-time dimensions d as well as d ≤ 4, (ii) finite temperatures and (ii) in the presence of magnetic fields. In this article, we summarise some of this work. have made considerable advances in this country in the last few decades. Building upon this work, we hope that the scientific future of Mexico will see several collections of 55,000 words of quality [2] . Whereas the reader of this volume will have the chance to have an access to several important topics of research undertaken by Mexican scientific community in the field of particle physics, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of the origin of mass through the dynamics of forces that fundamental particles experience. This field of research is paving its way up the ladder of interest here. As we all know, the celebrated gauge theories of fundamental interactions have been highly successful in collating experimental results in a regime where they are only weakly felt. However, not all interesting phenomena can be understood in this approximation scheme. Confinement of colourful quarks and dynamical origin of mass are two well known examples. There has been a host of problems related to dynamical mass generation, ranging from QCD phenomenology [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , to more modern problems of strong dynamics beyond the standard model, [14] , and theoretical issues in simpler gauge theory settings, see for example [15] and references therein, which have attracted Mexican scientific community over the years. In particular, pioneering work has been carried out by A. Zepeda in 70s and 80s, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] in low energy QCD in collaboration with some of the leading names on the international stage such as H. Pagels, M.A.B. Beg, A. Ali, J. Bernstein, J. Gasser and P. Minkowski, attracting hundreds of citations. In his article [7] , Zepeda argues that the zero light quark mass could not be ruled out with the available theoretical and experimental input at the time. This goes in keeping with modern lattice and Schwinger-Dyson calculations which suggest that QCD with zero up and down quark masses gives almost the right answer for the observed hadronic spectrum.
PRESENTATION
In the words of Salam [1] , "scientific thought and its creation is the common and shared heritage of mankind. The history of science, like the history of all civilization, has gone through cycles". He goes on to mention the "scientific creativity among the pre-spanish Mayas and Aztecs, with their invention of the zero, of the calendars of the moon and Venus and of their diverse pharmacological discoveries, including quinine." A healthy unrest after a long period of relative scientific silence is clearly visible in Mexico, augmenting our belief that science just as "literature is the expression of a feeling of deprivation, a recourse against a sense of something missing"
1 . The Nobel Prize winner of 1995 in Chemistry, Mario Molina, is a prime example. Although a long and arduous path may still have to be traversed, science in general and particle physics in particular have made considerable advances in this country in the last few decades. Building upon this work, we hope that the scientific future of Mexico will see several collections of 55,000 words of quality [2] .
Whereas the reader of this volume will have the chance to have an access to several important topics of research undertaken by Mexican scientific community in the field of particle physics, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of the origin of mass through the dynamics of forces that fundamental particles experience. This field of research is paving its way up the ladder of interest here. As we all know, the celebrated gauge theories of fundamental interactions have been highly successful in collating experimental results in a regime where they are only weakly felt. However, not all interesting phenomena can be understood in this approximation scheme. Confinement of colourful quarks and dynamical origin of mass are two well known examples. There has been a host of problems related to dynamical mass generation, ranging from QCD phenomenology [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , to more modern problems of strong dynamics beyond the standard model, [14] , and theoretical issues in simpler gauge theory settings, see for example [15] and references therein, which have attracted Mexican scientific community over the years. In particular, pioneering work has been carried out by A. Zepeda in 70s and 80s, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] in low energy QCD in collaboration with some of the leading names on the international stage such as H. Pagels, M.A.B. Beg, A. Ali, J. Bernstein, J. Gasser and P. Minkowski, attracting hundreds of citations. In his article [7] , Zepeda argues that the zero light quark mass could not be ruled out with the available theoretical and experimental input at the time. This goes in keeping with modern lattice and Schwinger-Dyson calculations which suggest that QCD with zero up and down quark masses gives almost the right answer for the observed hadronic spectrum.
The interest related with theoretical issues concerning SDEs is relatively newer in Mexico though the activity associated with these problems has gradually filtered into various institutions such as BUAP, ICN-UNAM, FC-UCOL and IFM-UMSNH, with a varying degree of intensity. As a consequence, the topic of dynamical mass generation and/or SDEs is not only becoming more popular in the national and international conferences organized within Mexico [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , but has also made its way to international events held abroad.
Phenomenon of dynamical mass generation is of direct physical relevance in QCD. Although lattice calculations yield several important physical observables in hadronic physics "but simply having a computer spit out the answer, after gigantic and totally opaque calculations does not satisfy our hunger for understanding" 2 . Moreover, massless particles are difficult to fit on a lattice of finite size. In practice, one deals with finite masses and extrapolates the results to zero masses. The process of extrapolation is likely to lie outside the domain of lattice calculations. In contrast, Schwinger-Dyson approach naturally encompasses physics at all momentum scales. Therefore, it is the most obvious candidate to make connections with lattice on one hand and with experimental reality on the other. The relation between SDE and the Wilsonian exact renormalization group has been discussed in [22] . SDEs are the non-perturbative field equations of a given quantum field theory, which form an infinite tower of coupled integral equations between various n-point Green's functions. Dynamical mass generation is studied through the non-perturbative structure of the fermion propagator. When fundamental fermions are initially massless, their self-interactions at strong coupling can account for the formation of chiral condensates and mass for fermions.
Given the complexity and vastness of the material related to dynamical mass generation on one hand and our limited domain of expertise on another, we would only attempt to discuss a part consisting of an ongoing work in the non-perturbatibve truncations of SDEs. Owing to its non-abelian structure, corresponding equations in QCD are very complicated. Existence of Gribov copies [23] (a topic which has also been explored in Mexico, [24] ) can also potentially cast a shadow of ambiguities. Therefore, QED serves as a simple testing ground for the truncation schemes employed to study SDEs. We present a summary of these studies in different contexts such as (i) in arbitrary spacetime dimensions d as well as d ≤ 4, (ii) finite temperatures and (ii) in the presence of magnetic fields.
DYNAMICAL MASS GENERATION IN QED
Forming an infinite tower of prohibitively complicated coupled integral equations, SDEs must be truncated in order to extract predictions. Fermion propagator is the Green's function of our interest : A favourite starting point to evaluate non-perturbative fermion propagator is to make an ansatz for the remaining Green's functions coupled to it so that it could be solved for self-consistently. We shall consider quenched approximation alone in which photon propagator remains bare. Any choice of the fermion-photon interaction employed must ensure that the following fundamental requirements of a gauge theory are fulfilled :
• Ward and Ward-Green-Takahashi identities, i.e.,
F (p) which relate the fermion propagator to the three-point vertex should be satisfied.
• Physical observables related with the fermion propagator such as the physical mass of the fermion, the condensate, etc. should be independent of the gauge parameter.
• A gauge independent regularization scheme should be employed.
• It should be independent of any kinematic singularities such as the ones when
• Under the operations of charge conjugation, parity and time reversal, it should transform in the same way as the bare vertex γ µ .
• It should reduce to the perturbative Feynman expansion for the vertex in the limit when the coupling is small. • Under a variation of gauge, fermion propagator and fermion-boson vertex should change in accordance with the Landau-Khalatnikov-Fradkin transformations (LKFT), [25] .
Reference [15] (see also references therein) provides a brief review on the hunt for non-perturbative truncations of SDEs compatible with the above mentioned criteria. The hope is then to achieve gauge independence of physical observables. Here we shall only summarise the attempts relevant to the purpose of this article. An important physical observable of interest in QED4 has been the critical value, α c , of the electromagnetic coupling above which masses are dynamically generated. Perturbatively inspired bare vertex truncation of the SDEs yields a highly gauge dependent α c . A breakthrough was achieved when Curtis and Pennington, [26] , invoked multiplicative renormalizability of the fermion propagator (which is also a statement of the LKFT in 4 dimensions) to introduce what is now generally referred to as the Curtis-Pennington vertex (CP-vertex) and which reduces the above mentioned gauge dependence appreciably in the neighbourhood of the Landau gauge. Following the same line of thought, in a later work, Bashir and Pennington, (BP1-vertex) [27] , were able to discover another truncation with which the improvement not only exists in the neighbourhood of the Landau gauge but that the curve continues to remain flat around α c = 0.93 even up to quite large values of the gauge parameter. Going from ξ = 0 to ξ = 10 reduces the gauge dependence by about 15%. The improvement becomes more significant when we are further away from the Landau gauge, Figure 4 . For example, in going up to ξ = 70, the change in α c is improved by more than 60% as compared to the CP-vertex. These results are encouraging in the sense that one finds a vertex which serves the aim of reducing the gauge dependence better than the ones constructed before, in particular the CP-vertex, without introducing any significant complication. But, however weak the variation of α c with ξ may be, any gauge dependence shows that this vertex cannot be the exact choice. Even if it achieves a lot, it does not do it all. The list of requirements outlined previously led to various subsequent works, [28, 29, 30] , constraining the vertex in such a fashion that a complete gauge independence of α c could be guaranteed as shown in Figure 4 , (BP2 -vertex). The next question to address is naturally if one could generalize the findings in the context of QED4 to other observables, dimensions and more realistic gauge theories such as QCD.
PLANAR QED
In the absence of ultraviolet divergences, planar QED (QED3) can provide a neat testing ground to verify the ideas presented in the previous section. In addition to its role as a useful toy model, it has many useful applications. It has growing application in condensed matter systems and it displays the finite temperature behaviour of QED4. Planar physics has additional intrinsically interesting features not seen in 3+1 dimensional space-time. It includes arbitrary statistics, giving rise to anyons, arbitrary spin for massless particles and novel features regarding parity and chiral symmetry. Some of these issues have been studied in Mexico, [31] .
In the context of SDEs studies, perturbation theory constraints on the electron-photon interaction were studied in [32, 33, 34, 35] and corresponding numerical results were reported in [36] . As mentioned before, multiplicative renormalizability of the fermion propagator in QED4 is a statement of LKFT. Therefore, it is natural to explore the role played by LKFT in dimensions other than 4. Considering a perturbative fermion propagator in the Landau gauge, LKFT give a non-perturbative expression for the twopoint function in an arbitrary covariant gauge, [37, 38, 39] . In the weak coupling regime, this expression contains valuable information of the Feynman expansion of the propagator at all orders. Owing to the fact that dynamical mass generation is a nonperturbative phenomenon, there must exist a way to incorporate LKFT in a quest to obtain gauge invariance of physical observables. This was the basis of a program that has been carried out in the past few years in a series of articles [40, 41] . The reasoning was based on the gauge covariance properties of the fermion propagator and the LKFT. Since these transformations leave the SDEs and the WGTI invariant, they provide an ideal framework to study the gauge dependence of the fermion propagator. The idea is to require the reliability of a truncation scheme to obtain non-perturbative solutions to the SDE in one particular gauge (here the Landau gauge). In other words, instead of looking for a reliable truncation scheme, i.e., a good vertex ansatz, in all gauges, one should only focus in achieving the same in one particular gauge. LKFT will take it from there, leading us along the path of the varying gauge.
As an example, we recall the study of dynamical mass generation in unquenched QED3 in [42] . Despite the fact that they employ a gauge invariant truncation scheme, their results show a severe gauge dependence for the condensate. However, in [41] , we propose LKFT to generate solutions in gauges other than Landau. In Figure 5 , we plot the condensate value for N f = 2 as a function of ξ for the two methods. Along the (almost) flat line, both the WGTI and the LKFT are satisfied, whereas, in the sharply rising graph, LKFT are violated although the WGTI continues to hold true. Just like in QED4, we confirm the importance of LKFT in addition to WGTI in obtaining gauge invariant physical observables also in QED3. A natural temptation stemming from these studies is to explore generalised LKFT in QCD. This is for future. 
FINITE TEMPERATURE STUDIES
Finite temperature field theories are of great importance, specially in the studies of symmetry restoration at non-zero temperature and density. Following the work done at zero temperature in the study of Schwinger-Dyson equations, corresponding studies at finite temperature have also taken a start in Mexico. In this scenario, complexity of these equations and the number of unknown functions to be evaluated grows enormously. For example in QED at zero temperature, the three-point function can be written in terms of twelve spin amplitudes while at finite temperature this number becomes 32, almost a 3-fold increase in the number of unknowns involved. Therefore, the hunt for reliable truncation schemes is even harder. Adopting a systematic approach, we invoke WGTI at finite temperature to constrain the longitudinal part of the fermionphoton vertex, [43] . The transverse vertex can then be expanded out in the remaining 24 basis vectors. Following the singularity-free scheme provided by Ball and Chiu at zero temperature, we propose a special basis of 24 vectors at finite temperature. They are chosen in such a way that their coefficients are free of any kinematic singularities. We check this by an explicit one loop calculation of these coefficients in the hard thermal loop (HTL) approximation. This work was followed by a numerical study of dynamical mass generation at finite temperature in [44] in the quenched approximation with the bare vertex ansatz. At fixed temperature, masses were found to be dynamically generated above a critical value of the effective coupling. Expectedly, when temperature increases, chiral symmetry is found to be restored, [44] . It would be useful to explore the persistence of these qualitative and quantitative predictions with a more sophisticated form of the fermion-photon interaction advocated in [43] . This work is planned.
DYNAMICAL MASS GENERATION IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
In the presence of an external magnetic field, propagation properties of particles get modified. Back in the 50s this fact was shown by Schwinger in his seminal work [45] which established his famous proper time method. There are, however, other methods which can be applied to study the dynamics of fermions in the presence of magnetic fields, like the eigenfunction method by Ritus [46] . Dynamical mass generation in the context of SDEs has been largely studied in the presence of strong magnetic fields. Such intense field catalyses the generation of masses for any weak value of electromagnetic coupling, a phenomenon that has been dubbed as "magnetic catalysis" [47] . The case of the weak fields has attracted little attention. In QED4, the only prior work to our knowledge is that of Kikuchi and Ng, [48] . However, they concentrate mainly on the behaviour of the critical coupling α c when magnetic fields are weakly turned on. They do not evaluate the magnetic field dependence of the dynamically generated fermion mass or the chiral condensate. In Mexico, dynamical mass generation in the presence of a weak magnetic field was only recently studied [49] . This regime is defined when the coupling in the absence of the field exceeds a critical value, in such a way that a mass can be generated. The strength of the field is then taken to be be much smaller than the square of this dynamical mass. Being the field of weak strength, all Landau levels contribute and the calculational playground becomes crowded and messy. The resulting SDE can, however, be simplified by the use of eigenfunctions method [46] under plausible assumptions. In the lowest Landau level, the dynamical mass and the chiral condensate are found to increase quadratically with the strength of the external field as shown in Figure (6) , Λ being the ultraviolet cut-off. These findings are in sharp contrast with the corresponding behaviour in the case of strong magnetic field which is proportional to √ eB. The region which is left to be explored is that of intermediate field strengths, currently under scrutiny.
For the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning that the dynamical mass generation for fermions has also been studied for the Wess-Zumino model of supersymmetry, [50] . It was observed that under simple but still rather general assumptions, supersymmetry prevents the generation of fermion masses. However, it is unclear, whether or not these conclusions will persist for physically more relevant models of supersymmetry. 
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
In summary, although the field of dynamical mass generation through SDEs is still a fledgling enterprise in Mexico, its efforts are being echoed nationally and internationally. This is reflected in the increasing number of publications, events where this subject is presented by host and guest researchers and citations it has attracted. The small but enthusiastic community involved in this research is growing both in number and scientific production. Bridges are being built at personal and institutional levels within the country and abroad. Several students have carried out (or are currently in the process of carrying out) their undergraduate, masters or Ph.D. theses in this field of research. So far, attention has been devoted to discovering reliable non-perturbative truncation schemes of SDEs in QED4 and QED3 especially as regards rendering physical observables gauge independent, Figures 4 and 5. We have recently started to expand these studies to include the presence of background magnetic fields and finite temperatures. Studying physically more realistic gauge theories such as QCD and the models of strong dynamics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics can be an attractive next step.
